Dr. Hall’s Schedule —

2020

January

Jan. 10-12: NLP Leadership Summit: Alicante Spain
Exclusively for experienced NLP Leaders (15 years in the field)
See www.nlpleadershipsummit.org

February

Feb. 7– 23: Cairo, Egypt
Brain Camp— Cognitive Make-Over for Executive Thinking.
Two of the Self-Actualization Trainings
  Unleashing
  Unleashing
Sponsor: Lucid Trainings, Mohamed Tarek — mohamed@lucidtraining.net

March

March 14-21 Bali Indonesia
ACMC — Meta-Coaching Module III
Team: March 12-13.
Sponsors: Meta-Mind — Mariani Ng — mariani_ng@meta-mind.com
          Basian — basian@meta-mind.com

April

April 17– 27 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
  April 24–26: Mind-Lines — Conversational Reframing
  April 27–29: Brain Camp — Cognitive Make-Over for Executive Thinking
May 1– 3: Emotional Mastery for Authenticity
Contact: vara@inaprj.com.br
Jairo Mancilha — Jairo@pnl.med.br

May

May 8-10: Belgrade, Serbia
Inside-Out Wealth and **
Sponsor: Slavic Squire — Slavica@nlpinstitut.com

May 15-17 London England
NLP Conference — Meta-Levels Modeling

June

June 4-7: Mexico City, Mexico
ACMC – first four days (part I)
Co-Trainers: David Murphy, Ivan Robbles, Omar Salam
Contact: ivan.robles@primordial.mx
July

**July 8 to 15  Hong Kong**
- Group & Team Coaching — 4 days (no assessments)
- Executive Coaching – 3 days

Sponsor: APTI Hong Kong — Sherran@apti.com.hk
Co-Trainer: Mandy Chai  Mandy@apti.com.hk

August

**September**

**Sept. 3-4 — Brazil**
- NLP Conference: Collaborative Leadership. Cuiabá city – MT

**Sept. 6–8: APG – Accessing Personal Genius.** Rio de Janeiro

**Sept 12– 19 Rio de Janeiro Brazil**
- ACMC Meta-Coaching Module III – Mendes Brazil.
- **Team: Sept. 10-11.**

Contact: yara@inaprj.com.br
Jairo Mancilha — Jairo@pnl.med.br

October

**Oct. 17–31: Egypt**
- NSTT– Trainers’ Training
- contact: Mohamed@lucidtraining.net
  Drmichael@acsol.net

November

**Nov. 14-21 — China  ACMC**
- Team Training: Nov. 12-13
- Trainers: Mandy Chai and Michael Hall
- Sponsor: APTI Hong Kong — Sherran@apti.com.hk
  Mandy@apti.com.hk

December

**Dec. 1-10 — ACMC – Sydney**
- Team Training: Nov. 29-30
- Trainers: Michael Hall and Madeleine
- Contact: The Coaching Room
  jay@thecoachingroom.com  Madeleine@thecoachingroom.com